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BAG and HARNESS COLLECTION 2007
STYLER 07
The Styler is a waist harness that satisfies the needs of demanding kiters in every way. Maximum
comfort and the Double Hook Attachment speak for themselves.
A continuous neoprene padding protects the kidney area and prevents riding up.
Generous padding in the chest area and a wide cut add further comfort. The Full Protection Hook
Mounting additionally protects the rider from rib injuries and bruises.
Reinforced leash attachment rings and a rear handle are other useful features. Available in two
different color combinations: black/lime and black/grey.

AIR-STYLER 07 / AIR-STYLER LTD 07
The Air-Styler has all the advantages of the Styler plus the Air Bubble back padding. The bubble
can be inflated to the desired volume through a valve on the back. The shape of the Air Bubble has
been further optimized this year and follows the waistline at the side. Perfect fit guaranteed!

PERFORMER 07
The Performer permits a lower hook position. Neoprene padding, a
freely adjustable back position that reduces the pressure in the lower
back area, longer legs and a larger seat area make this harness a
miracle of comfort. The NKB Wonder.Bar additionally facilitates
getting in and out of the harness. Just perfect!

SOFASURFER 07
The SofaSurfer combines the advantages of the Air-Styler with those of the Performer. Its
construction ensures optimum load distribution and the Air Bubble allows you to adapt the back
padding to the shape of your back. Other useful features include a D-ring for the safety leash, a rear
handle and the North Wonder.Bar.
North Kiteboarding WONDER.BAR
All NKB harnesses come with the North Wonder.Bar. Due to
the closure at the harness hook the strap only needs to be
adjusted once. The U-claw facilitates getting in and out of
the harness and ensures optimum safety, even under
extreme conditions.

IMPACT VEST
For Waist Harness
For Seat Harness
The NBK Impact Vest provides optimum protection for progressive
kiters. Its elastic neoprene construction ensures a perfect fit while retaining sufficient range of
motion, even for radical moves.
The Flexbelt closure permits individual adjustment and keeps the vest firmly in place.
The impact vest is available for both seat and waist harnesses. The waist harness version can be
adjusted through a strap. Should it ride up, simply pull down the harness to bring the vest back in
position.

DAYPACK 07
The NKB Daypack is your perfect companion for
both beach and office. A padded notebook
compartment, a large main compartment on the
inside and an exterior pocket provide plenty of
space for all your stuff. The exterior pocket
features a cell phone and pen holder and a fleccelined pocket for sunglasses. North tag prints
ensure a stylish appearance of this daypack with
a stowage capacity of 26l.
BARREL BAG 07
Do you remember those old sports bags? The
NKB Barrelbag brings back the good old days in
superior quality, with a substantially higher
style factor and an extra Wetbag for wet shorts,
wetsuits, shoes or underwear!
TRAVELBAG LARGE 07
With a stowage capacity of 115l and an optional
extension of 20l, the Travelbag provides all the
space you need for long trips. A shoe
compartment on the outside and many exterior
pockets make it easy to stow small items.
Wheels and a telescopic handle help you to
move those kilos around with ease and
elegance.
Size: 90cm x 38cm x 34cm
TRAVELBAG SMALL 07
Perfect for short trips! Despite of its
generous capacity most airlines should
allow this bag as hand luggage. The
detachable backpack with various extra
features permits fast and flexible response
to changing situations. The bag comes with
North tag print design and croc-skin finish.

COMBIBAG 07
The optimum size for 2 kites and 1-2 kiteboards.
A 4mm-thick padding protects your material
and padded carrier straps permit using the
Combibag either as a backpack or travel bag.
With North tag prints, croc-skin finish and a
dash of lime on the inside you’re on the cutting
edge of style.
SINGLE BOARDBAG 07
A 4mm-thick padding reliably protects your
kiteboard from dents and scratches. Fast, safe
and comfortable to use, the Singleboardbag is
just the right thing to carry your baby around.
Available in three different lengths: 135cm,
148cm, 160cm.
SINGLE SURFBOARDBAG 07
The perfect bag for your Rocketfish. A 3mmthick padding protects your board and permits
short transport on a roof rack. Carrier belts
provide extra comfort when carrying the board.
Size: 5’10
KITETRANSPORTER 07
The Kitetransporter offers sufficient space
for 2-4 inflated kites and an optional
extension for larger kites. With its padded
carrier belt, the Kitetransporter is made for
carrying inflated canopies to the beach or to
the next spot. A lateral bar pocket keeps the
lines from getting tangled during
transport.
QUIVERBAG 07
The bestseller of our bag collection is
ready for a new season. The Quiverbag
holds up to 2 boards, 3-5 kites, bars,
pumps, harnesses and wetsuits. Wheels
with ball bearings help you to transport all
that gear without excessive transpiration.
To facilitate check-in procedures we
avoided any “kiteboarding” print on the
bag. A separate Wetbag keeps dry stuff
dry.
Available in three sizes: S (135), L (165) x 45
x 40, and XL (185) – fits a Surfboard!

